TERMINATION AT GRADE - SHEATHING OVERLAPPING FOUNDATION

GE ELMAX® 2600 AIR AND WATER-RESISTIVE BARRIER SYSTEM

NOTES:
- IT IS RECOMMENDED TO CHECK ADHESION OF GE PRODUCTS TO FLASHING PRIOR TO USE. GE S380 PRIMER CAN BE USED IF NEEDED.
- ENSURE BELOW GRADE WATERPROOFING IS INSTALLED PRIOR TO THE APPLICATION OF GE PRODUCTS.
- CONTACT MOMENTIVE TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR TRANSITIONING TO FLUID APPLIED ASPHALTIC OR BITUMINOUS BASED BELOW GRADE WATERPROOFING.
- ENSURE GE ELMAX 5000 LIQUID FLASHING IS INSTALLED A MINIMUM 2" (50 MM) ONTO SHEATHING AND SIMILAR MATERIALS.
- GE R1000 REINFORCING FABRIC EMBEDDED IN GE ELMAX 2600, GE ELMAX SS FLASHING OR GE ULTRASPIN® UST2000 SILICONE TRANSITION SHEET EMBEDDED IN GE ELMAX 5000 LIQUID FLASHING MAY ALSO BE UTILIZED TO TREAT FLASHING AND FOUNDATION TERMINATION.
- SEE GE ELMAX 2600 AWB DATA SHEET FOR LIST OF ADDITIONAL ACCEPTABLE GE SEALANTS/LIQUID FLASHING.

THE ABOVE DETAIL FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY. IT IS INTENDED AS A GUIDELINE FOR MOMENTIVE PRODUCTS USERS IN DEVELOPING PROJECT SPECIFIC DETAILS. CONSULT APPROPRIATE SPECIFICATION DOCUMENTS, DATA SHEETS, BUILDING CODES AND ANY OTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED NEEDED FOR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. MOMENTIVE PRODUCTS USERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE SUITABILITY OF MOMENTIVE PRODUCTS FOR THE PARTICULAR APPLICATION AND ALL RELATED PROJECT DETAILS. MOMENTIVE MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE PERFORMANCE SUITABILITY OR FITNESS FOR INTENDED USE OF ITS PRODUCTS IN ANY USER'S APPLICATION. ANY SALE OF PRODUCTS OR DELIVERY OF CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND ADVICE BY MOMENTIVE PERFORMANCE MATERIALS INC. AND/OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATES (“MOMENTIVE”) IS MADE EXCLUSIVELY UNDER MOMENTIVE'S STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE WHICH ARE AVAILABLE AT WWW.GEELMAX.COM.